
For more information about Monêtier and Serre Chevalier, or to book onto lessons with Gavin and the team at New Generation simply:

Call or SMS: +33 (0)679 46 24 84    info@skinewgen.com    www.skinewgen.com/Serre_Chevalier

ON THE MOUNTAIN WITH 

SERRE CHEVALIER

WHY COME TO MONÊTIER?
Monêtier’s snow-sure, north-facing pistes, ensure 
that the snow remains longer than in the rest of 
Serre Chevalier. 

Popping across to Monêtier couldn’t be easier 
– a six-minute ride on the Vallons chair for 
confi dent blue run skiers, or a free shuttle bus for 
novice skiers.

And Monêtier boasts terrain to excite and 
challenge everyone:

• Monêtier’s nursery slopes are at village 
altitude – the ideal place to start your 
adventure in skiing

• Your technique-grilling performance clinic will 
see you skiing the natural gullies off the Y’ret 
and Cucumelle

• The Dôme du Monêtier glacier – a stunning 
backdrop for fun-packed courses where 
children make progress, friends and lots  
of turns

• Famous larch-forest tree descents and off-piste 
itineraries are waiting to push your limits!
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New Generation in Serre Chevalier

“Great! Small group and lots of time to work on different aspects 

of my skiin
g in a beautiful environment.”

“I have been a coach myself in outdoor sports, G
avin is up there 

with the best I kn
ow.”

“Our kids had an absolute blast with Simone; one of them got up 

for the fi rst 
time ever the next morning and wanted to go skiin

g!”

“We worked on specifi c w
eaknesses, physically and 

psychologically. M
y partner can’t believe my transformation, now 

we can ski a
nd travel together.”

“Both boys enjoyed themselves immensely and learned a huge 

amount about all mountain ski te
chniques and mountain safety.”

“I was a very nervous beginner and my instructor was a 

complete lifesaver!”

“We had some exciting ‘adventures’ during the lessons. It m
ade 

our holiday!” 

“Great experience and so nice to have a British instructor.”

“After 12 years ski
ing, I was embarrassed at how much he was 

able to teach me in the space of two hours.”

“You started my son skiin
g when he was six and at 17 he is 

now a confi dent, superb skier who can ski in
 all terrain and 

conditions.”
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